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1. Objective
Spoken language (SPL) learning especially English language in India has a lot of demand in achieving language proficiency. SPL training with an automated language learning tool is cost effective compared to an human based training. In this work, we attempt to build such an automated tool for Indian learners learning English. The proposed tool would train the learners by evaluating their performance and providing feedback to them in an interactive manner like a human expert.

2. Summary

2.1. Motivation
Spoken language learners, specially English language learners, are often influenced by their nativity. For example, the prosodic rules in the English language pronunciation are often distorted by the native prosodic rules [1]. These nativity influences are required to be minimized for achieving a good quality pronunciation. Effective spoken language training methods can compensate such nativity influences. However, these methods are expensive as it requires highly proficient English experts [2]. In cases, where the cost effective solutions are required, it is useful to have an automated system which performs tasks of detecting the mispronunciation and providing feedback to minimize nativity influences like an human expert. Such kind of systems are also useful for people who can not avail the high quality training methods due to their demographic and physical constraints.

2.2. Proposed methodology
India has a large diversity in the nativities. Phonetic rules varies largely across these nativities. Thus, Indian English many accents across the India. Analyzing all the accent variabilities and developing an automatic feedback system is tedious. In order to circumvent this problem, we propose to train the learners with the received pronunciation or neutral accent of English. Also, irrespective learners nativity, we estimate the learners’ performance in reference to one male and one female expert as in a class-room teaching set-up i.e., one teacher versus many students. Further, it has been observed that the estimation of a learner’s performance would be more accurate when automatic speech recognition (ASR) engine built with Indian accent speech data [10]. Hence, in this work, we propose to build ASR models using the speech data collected from Indian subjects belonging to different native languages.

Typically, the pronunciation quality depends on the degree of the following sub-qualities – 1) phoneme quality 2) lexical stress quality 3) intonation quality 4) fluency [12]. Thus, we consider to train the learners at these four levels and propose an automated system. The proposed system displays a set of stimuli sequentially at each level and records the audio of the stimuli from learner. Afterwards, it analyzes the recorded audio and a performance score is displayed along with audio visual feedback. Based on these the learners can decide to choose appropriate practice aids to improve their pronunciation skill. The proposed system automatically generates the feedback specific to each sub-quality along with a performance score. Hence, it is required to build a database and validate the proposed system at each sub-quality level. However, the existing corpora [4, 7, 13–16] do not contain rich set of utterances from Indian learners with expert ratings of each sub-quality.

2.3. Work done

2.3.1. Data collection
We collect two sets of data one for building ASR models, referred to as ASR data, and another for assessment and feedback models, referred to as pronunciation data. For the ASR data, we record 2304 TIMIT sentences from 80 subjects from different native places within India with varying proficiency in English pronunciation. This comes to a total of 200 (approx) hours of data. For the pronunciation data, we consider stimuli specific to each sub-quality as follows – 1) for the phoneme quality, a total of 1023 word stimuli containing minimal pairs and small to large number of consonant clusters, 2) for the stress quality, a total of 230 stimuli containing words and small phrases, 3) for the intonation quality, a total of 80 stimuli containing phrases and 4) for the fluency, a total of 343 stimuli containing simple to complex sentences. A total of 1676 stimuli are recorded from 16 subjects from different native places within India. At the time recording, all the 16 subjects were engaged in spoken English training classes. We also record these stimuli from two experts (one male and one female), who are voice-over artists besides that the female speaker is a spoken English teacher.

2.3.2. Modeling

Phoneme quality: It is effected by phonetic errors in the pronunciation such as insertions, deletions and substitutions and the degree of accent in the phonetic sounds. In most of the cases, these errors and the accented phonetic sounds cause loss of intelligibility in the pronunciation. In order to provide feedback on these errors, we propose to identify the errors by performing a force-alignment on the recorded audio using a pronunciation lexicon consists of Indian specific pronunciation errors. Where, the lexicon is proposed to construct using the rule set following the work by Sailaja [17]. Further, in order to reduce the accent in phonetic sounds, we propose to show the videos consists of articulatory movements made by the expert for the stimuli specific to this sub-quality. However, creation of such videos involves specialized equipment which are costly and time consuming. We also observed that the equipments involve physical contact with the articulators cause degradation of the audio quality [18]. In order to circumvent these, we consider
real-time magnetic resonance imaging (rt-MRI) videos [19] and synthesize expert videos for all 1023 stimuli using image frames from rt-MRI videos and the respective expert’s audio [20, 21].

**Lexical stress quality:** A good quality pronunciation is achieved with correct placement of the stress markings on the syllables. We hypothesize that detecting the stress markings made by learners and provide those along with stress markings made by the experts as a feedback could benefit the learners. Typically, the stress detection task is posed as a classification problem in a supervised manner, where a set of features are derived for each syllable and used along with manually marked labels – stressed and unstressed. In the feature computation, we propose to incorporate sonority in short-time energy and show the absolute improvement of 3.09% in stress detection accuracy [22] compared to the baseline [23] considering only short-time energy. It has been shown that the features are not only vary with stress markings but also with context [23, 24]. In order to normalize the context based effects, we perform stress detection in two ways. First, we add context as binary features to the sonority based features and allow classifier to learn the normalization properties implicitly. Second, we learn a decision tree using context and predict stress markings at all the nodes in the tree that are active during test time. Considering all these markings, we propose to obtain a final stress marking for each syllable. Between the two methods, the second method achieves the highest accuracy of 92.17%, which is an absolute improvement of 8.92% compared to the baseline [23].

The quality of the stress detection task depends on the labels and the syllable data (boundaries and transcriptions), which are typically obtained using manual annotation. However, in the proposed system during testing, syllable data is estimated using force-alignment process which in turn could cause mismatch between estimated and annotated data. Thus the classifier train with annotated data could degrade the stress detection performance under test condition. In order to circumvent this, we propose to map labels of the annotated data onto the estimated data instead of obtaining new labels for the estimated data manually. In general, the manual labeling and the annotation are time consuming and cost ineffective. Thus, we propose to formulate the stress detection task in an unsupervised manner.

**Intonation quality:** Typically, spoken English learners are trained to produce four different types of intonation referred to as intonation classes. These classes can be distinguished using temporal structures in the pitch in an utterance. Thus, the accuracy in the pitch estimation reflect the quality of intonation. In order to estimate pitch more accurately compared to existing techniques, we propose a dynamic programming based pitch estimation to ensure smooth pitch transitions within the voiced segments [25]. Following this, we propose a model to detect intonation class considering temporal structures in the estimated pitch in a supervise manner using hidden Markov model (HMM) and long short term memory (LSTM) networks. Further, in order to reduce cost involved in manual labeling, we propose an unsupervised approach for intonation detection. The proposed supervised and unsupervised methods achieves improvement (absolute) of 30% and 39% compared to the baseline [26]. We hypothesize that the learners could be benefited by providing detected intonation of their utterance as a feedback. Further, they could be more benefited by showing temporal structures in the pitch with a sequence line segments, which is a typical training practice in intonation learning [27]. We obtain these by stylizing the estimated pitch considering absolute sum as the cost function. Further, we show that the absolute sum based stylization is robust to pitch estimation errors compared to traditional root mean square error based stylization [28].

**Fluency:** Most of the works have shown that the fluency can be measured using speaking rate [29]. Among many measures, it has been shown that the syllable rate (number of syllables per second) is mostly correlated with fluency [30]. For this, we propose methods to compute syllable rate directly from speech acoustics [31, 32] instead of estimating syllables using ASR models. The proposed method achieves improvement in estimating syllable rate in both clean and noisy conditions compared to the baseline [30]. Further, based on the syllable rate, we propose a set of measures to know its effectiveness along with acoustic and prosodic based measures in identifying nativity of the learners. In addition to the speaking rate, the learners are required to adapt themselves to speech rhythm in English, where the rhythm is the extent to which there is a regular beat in speech. We observe that the languages in India are rhythmically well discriminated from English. Hence, learners speech with more influence of native rhythm causes poor pronunciation quality. Thus, providing speaking rate and degree of native rhythm influence in learners utterance as a feedback could help them to achieve fluency. Further, the learners could obtain better fluency by correctly chunking the utterance. This can be trained by showing pauses made by the learners in respect to correct pauses made by the experts.

**Performance score estimation:** Typically, in the literature, performance of the learners has been estimated at discrete levels, for which, classification based approaches have been considered in a supervised manner [7, 12, 33]. Similar to the existing works, we, in this work, propose to estimate Indian learners performance at ten discrete levels. For this, we obtain markings of these levels for the pronunciation data from an expert. Further, in order evaluate the quality of the feedback at all four sub-qualities, we propose to obtain binary ratings (1 for Yes and 0 for No) for the following six yes or no queries – 1) any loss of intelligibility 2) is phoneme sound quality is good 3) any incorrect stress markings 4) is intonation is correct 5) any incorrect placement of pauses 6) any mother tongue influence. Though the queries do not match with the proposed feedback in the four sub-qualities, we hypothesize that one or more combinations of these queries would reflect the proposed feedback indirectly. Further, we believe that the score prediction model could be more effective when it estimates the binary ratings in addition to the learners performance.

### 2.3.3. Interface design

We, in this work, design a tutoring system in a web based interface, where front-end is available at learners location and backend is situated in server at our end. At the front-end, a stimuli to be read is displayed and it records learners utterance. Once the recording is over, the entire audio is streamed to server in packets [34]. This is done to avoid distortion of the audio as in typical real-time communication scenarios, where the data undergoes encoding and decoding process [35]. We have shown that the encoding and decoding of data causes quality degradation in speech applications [35]. So far, in the proposed web interface, we incorporate modules of the proposed feedback of stress and intonation quality [36, 37].

### 2.4. Further work

The research plan for the thesis is as follows:

- Estimation of syllable stress in an unsupervised way.
- Estimation of the performance score along with the binary ratings.
- Incorporation of the proposed feedback for all qualities.
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